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Today’s News - Tuesday, April 16, 2002

At the top of ANN News today is a book review of Skidmore, Owings & Merrill's first in a series of annuals, SOM Journal 1, that takes an unusual approach to a firm
monograph. An intriguing new show is opening this week at the Canadian Centre for Architecture - a literal "laboratory" of spaces designed by six young firms from
Montreal. The lead feature on our home page presents the computer renderings and models of the architects' visions (click "Home" above). Beginning Thursday, and
through mid-September, you can see the real things.
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Book Review: SOM Journal 1: An Outside Jury of Architects, Artists, and Critics Judge Offers Objective Assessments of In-
house Entries for the Debut of a Unique Monograph Series - ArchNewsNow

Lincoln Center Invites 9 Architects to Submit Redesign Plans for Fisher Hall- New York Times

Harbor masters: City selects the design team that will oversee the future look of the waterfront. - Cooper, Robertson &
Partners; Cho Benn Holback + Associates; Thomas Balsley Associates - Baltimore Sun

Living Legends of Architecture: Case Study alumni reunite to celebrate their contributions to California's housing history.
[images]- Los Angeles Times

Architect's heirs claim rights over concert hall design - Ada and Ram Carmi- Ha`aretz (Israel)

Brookfield shows way to walkable living...smarter suburbs are beginning to offer more choices. By Whitney Gould- Milwaukee
Journal Sentinel

Green giants: Nation's biggest builders putting up homes that go easy on the environment: ...it appears that "green" building
techniques - are moving into the mainstream.- San Francisco Chronicle

For just a lucky few, masterly Murcutt is a household name- Sydney Morning Herald

The dream life of buildings: Even the most exciting structures lose something when messy little humans move in. Hélène
Binet's photographs show how they might have been, says Jonathan Glancey- The Guardian (UK)

Report from Milan: 'Tenderness and Poetry' In Everyday Things: 41st International Furniture Fair opened...with a dazzling
celebration of humanity's sweeter nature. By Linda Hales - Washington Post

A simple vision: New Jersey: Curators are restoring the home of furniture maker Gustav Stickley to its spare and functional
beauty.- Baltimore Sun

Ian Darby plans £80 million urban village in Newcastle [images]- The Architects' Journal (UK)

Memphis Has Left the Building: The Italian design collective of the 80's came and went as quickly as the fad for acid-washed
denim.- New York Times

N. Miami debates Munisport proposals: Big development would change city- Miami Herald
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